5 Paragraph Order for W-05
December 16, 2019
Snow is forecasted to begin around 3:00 am Tuesday 17 Dec. We are expected to receive between 3”-5”
total. The duration of the Storm will be somewhat long for the amount forecasted and is possibly
lingering until 10:00 pm. Temps will be around and just under freezing and pavement temps will warm
to around 32 degrees at 11:00 am. The snow is also forecasted to be wet heavy and little chance of
blowing. This storm will have an effect on the morning commute. There are roadplates at the following
locations that plow operators need to be made aware of….
Carisbrooke Road in the Cul de Sac (there will be two with an excavator parked partially on it)
Longfellow at the Rt 9 end (same as before)

With this forecast, we are applying Liquids today, Monday the 16th on Mains and bridges. We will
schedule the salters to report at 1:00 am on Tuesday to make an application of material prior to the
start of snow. Plow personnel will report at 4:00 am. All trucks should have been set up, fueled, and
ready prior to leaving on Monday.

There are some substitutions due to absences, so make sure to check in with Management staff prior to
the storm. Again move your personal vehicles inside when you arrive and report that you are here.

At this time, with this forecast, we do not anticipate an overnight shift, so cots will not be set up and a
food order is not expected at this time. Bring yourself a change of clothing in case you get wet, along
with any medications you take within that period.
For this storm, the supervisors will be
Kevin Collins

Unit 53 (Liquids)

Paul DePhillips

Unit 15 (Schools and lots)

Beth Gildae

Unit 17 (Mobile Ops)

Mike Quinn

Unit 4 (Superintendent)

